
Loss Function

Loss is the sum of our proposed conjugate histogram loss, 
margin loss and regularization loss. 

Conjugate Histogram Loss

• Extended version of Histogram loss [1], which updates 
both “feature representation” parameters and “label 
discretization” parameters.

: Histogram loss to adjust predicted class 
posterior to match soft target vector.

: Histogram loss to adjust soft target vector 
to match predicted class posterior.

Results

Age Estimation
Discretize output of a pre-trained regression model using: 
- OCLET thresholds
- Even thresholds
- Predefined thresholds

- predictions using OCLET (bottom-left)
- predefined thresholds (bottom-right)

Proposed Method
Using soft classification label to simultaneously learn 
thresholds and classification using our proposed conjugate 
histogram loss.

OCLET (Ordinal classification with learnable threshold)
OCLET combines ordinal classification and representation 
learning to provide a data-driven approach for label 
discretization for problems with naturally continuous output. 

• Representation learning
- Can adopt any pre-trained CNN classification model.

• Label Discretization 
- Logistic Regression is used to model target label probability.

- Target probability is the difference between consecutive 
cumulative probabilities.
- Threshold is where the probability of adjacent classes are 

equal.

Using alternative minimization

1- Representation learning

2- Label discretization

Scenicness Estimation
- OCLET groups images by semantic similarity.

- OCLET thresholds improves classification.

Data Distribution
- OCLET learns the same label discretization for different 
distributions of input data.

Initial threshold
OCLET does not depended on initial thresholds.
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Problem
Find Natural grouping in data- driven way to improve image 
ranking

Ranking images with continuous label
• Coarse prediction for data like age and scenicness which 

naturally are suited for regression analysis.

Limitation of using classification methods
• standard classification algorithms discard ordinal

information in the class attribute.

Limitation of k-rank methods
• k-rank methods do consider ordinal information in the 

class attribute, but range of each class are predefined.

Benefit of learning thresholds
• Finding natural groupings in data will result in more

discriminative features

Objective

Simultaneous representation learning and label 
discretization


